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Successful guarding strategies requires knowledge of
machine functions, the physical and psychological

characteristics ot man, and the their interactions. Machine
hazards are identified along with recognized guarding
methods. Material is included that coul!;! be used to teach
fhis subject (case study, problem sat, glossary).
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Increased social aw,u·sness of the "true" cost of aociJents
motivates increased safety in the workplace. Though it is
unrealistic to think that all cisk can be eliminated in the
""crkplace, effor-....s l'1lust continue to find t.'lE. proper bal'i•• ce
betwe~, safety in the workplace, the economic costs and
maintaining the runctionality oE tbe mac~ine.
Knowle.dge of the physical and psychological characteristics
of man, the operating characteristics of the machine and the man
machine interface is necessary if we are going to guard against
machinE! hazards. 'Ille design process of Q_ machine in a general
case can be represE!nted a .. shown in Figure 1. The designer must

have a t;:lear understanding of the. project's objectives, decide
what tasks will be assigned to the human (operator), and what
tasks will be aasigned to the machine.
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Recognition and comprehension or human and machine abilities
is critical ir. task assignment. Tab_le 1 highlights some of those
abilities. In general, it can be said "Men are flexible. but
cannot be depended ~pon to perform in a consistent manner,
~lereas machines can be depended upon to perform consistently,
but have no flexibility wbatso€ v er" [Jordan].
The interface between man ~~d machine may be a simple
exchange of information, of material, control, or a combination
of these. Man may have several rol~s as he interacts ~ith the
machine. He could be the operator in a single one-time
operation, or he may be using the machine in ~ repetitive task.
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He CQuld also be a bystande~, just observi~g the mac~ine
operation, or maybe involved with the serv1ce and ma1ntenance of
the machinery.

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Risk may be defined r,y tile following equation:

Why Guarding strategies Fail

Risk = Hazard x Probability

No matter how much effort goes into the design of ~afe
machinery, accidents continue to occ~r. An underst~~ding o~ why
thees. accidents occur can help ident1fy weaknesses l..n guardu.g
strategies. Consider the following situations:
1)

An equipms.nt ooerator gets paid on a piece rate.
Management decides that a new guard is necessary tD
....educe the possibiHty of accidents. The guard -slows
the tr~oughput of the system. The piece rate is.
not raised to compensate. for the. lower output. ~lhat 1S
tbe operatorl~ attitude towards the guard?

down

2)

3)

4)

A farmer has only 100 ac~es of wheat left to harvest.
A storm is moving in that threatens to destroy the
unharvested crop. He has been working many long hard,
days to get the crop harvested. Any delays means a
1055 of money. How does the farmer respond to a
malfunGtion of a harvester? will the power ~e shut 6ff
before attempting to correct the malfunction? Will
guards and warning l.abels be heeded?
The equipment operator knows that the power shOUld be
Shllt oft before trying to work on a PTO powered
i.:mplement. The seat of the tractor is wired ":'ith an
it"lto!!rlock device to shut Qff the PTO powar when the
operator gets off the tractor seat. The operator us~s
the safety device as an on-off switoh instead ?~ the
standard PTO on-off switch provided by the equ1pment
manufacturer. Wh3.t is the operator I s at·tit"Ud.e towards
the interloCk switch? How might this help/hurt him
when he works with a tractor t~ithout "t.his interlock
device?
The equipment operator is also the maintenance person.
Daily servicing of ~~e equipment r~quires the removal
of several guards and their reinstallation which
requires 3~ minutes of additional time. What is the
persOn's f~elings towards these guards?

As you study this mato!!rial, keep in mind these sit~ations_
Determine what guarding strategies are being implemented and what
additional strataqies need to be followed in order to have
successful machine. guarding.

2

A hazard is the Qutcome of an unsafe aot (i.e. if yeu touch a
spinning saw blade, you will qet cutj. The. probability o:f you
tOUching the blade encompasses both the physical situation
(closeness of hand to the blade, amount of protrusion of the
blade above the table, sharpness of the hlade) and the
psychological situation (fatigue, stress, boredom, etc.). The
closer you place your hand to a spinning table saw blade, the
higher the probability of being cut. By placing a physical
bar'rier between your hand and the blade, the probability of bo!!ing
cut is lowered, therefore the overall risk is lowered.
The ability of the user to correctly ass~ss t.he nazard and
the probability of that hazard bappening influences the behavior
of the user. UnfortUnately man!s ability to make these
assessments is low. Some common fallacies we are prone to are
(Barcn, et al. 1988):
1.

shortsightedr.ess.

2.

Impulsiveness. We sometimes make choices with insufficient
t.hought, or no thought at all.

3.

Neglect of probability. Some assume that improbabla evo!!rtts
won't happen, but of co~rsel they do.

4.

UHy-side" bias. We defend our bpliefs as if we 1-1ere self
hired lawyers to convince ourselVes that we were right all
along.

5.

Single-mindedness. We sometimes make decisions as though we
have only a single goal, while ignoring other relevant
goals.

';oJe

overvEligh the immediate present.

Hazards associated with the work plaoe are:
1.

Mechanical

2. Thennal
3. Fire

4.
5.
5.

Chemical
Electrical
Radiation

7. Ncis~
B. Fatigue

9. stress

Many of these r,azard.s ar~ ~){plicit (such 'IS mechanical a.nd fiI'ej
while others are ilnp~icit (noise and stress) and are ll1llch mQre
difficult t~ protect against. A large part of safety efforts
have gone into mechanical hazards for the silnp1.>; reason that tnis
repl;esents the largest area of occupational accidents. Nearly
one-third of OSHA '3"eneral industry citations addreS3 this su);>ject
(AE;fahl 1984).
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HAZARD REDUCTION OF MACHINERY

A machine can be defined ~s "any contrivance for the.

conversion and direction of motion; an apparatus for doing some
kind of work, Le. an engine, the vehicle" (A.llee 1975).
Machine.ry invol,'es moving part:;; to tra!l$:rnit pClw"'.r and do wCll:"k.
There ~xists the possibility of this energy being transmitted to
people.
There are four basic mechanical hazards associated with
machinery. They are:
1.
2.

3.
4,

Rotating, reGipro~~ting and traverse motions.
In-running nip pointe,
Cutting actions.
Punching. shearing ana bending actions.

These hazards at·e associated with "transmission or pOl-Ter"
within the m<l.chine and the "Point o:f Operatirll1" al';sociated t-Tit".h
the output (aC'i:ion) of the machine. Mecha.nical guarding parts
associated with transmission of power, shafts, belts, gears,
etc., are easiest to design and implement. Point of oper~tion
guarding is much more difficult, due to the need to inspect
and/or place material into or remove material from the operation
area (Figure 2).
Shafts, auger$ ahd belts are examples of rotating,
reciprocating, ~~ transverse motions. The princiPle hazard is
clothing on a body part becoming entangled in a protrusion f~om a
shaft, pulley sheave or a sliding mechanism. An example of this
would be a bolt protruding through the coupling on a PTo shaft or
a lug on a chain conveyer, Fig. 3.

In-running nip points occur where two rotating otjects come
together -- pressure rollers, where the chain meets with a
sprocket. a belt meets a p~llley or the rack and gear. This type
of danger will cause a crushing action between the two objects,

CLASSIFICATION OF GUARDS
The 1'Iethods of guarding may be grouped under four main
classi:fications {OSHA ~973):
~.

Enclosure Guards
a.
b.

a~tions

are part of the point of operation of the

following shop toolS: saws, drills, lathes, ~illing machines, and
grinding machines.
Field equip~~nt suoh as mowers, (flail,
sicklebar, and blade) and hazvesters also have cutting surfaces.
Thesa types of equipment have cutting hazards that could cause

,

enclosu~es

mechanical interlock.
b,

c,

Barrier with electrical or mechanical interlock
activating a brake.
Electronic or ether type field or beaJJl connected
with operating and stopping mechanism.

3. Automatic Guards

a.

c.
d.

Moving barrier connected to oper<lting mechanism of
machine (push-away).
RE'.lIloval device connected to -operator, and
operating mechanism of machine (pull-away\.
Limitation of stroke.
'
Automatic pressure release devices.

4. Remote ContL'ol, Placemli!nt, Feeding, Ejecting
a.
Two-hand tripping devices (~lso multiple

possicle amputation if contact was made (Figure 5) .
The fourth hazard area involves punching, shearing and
bending actions. Equipment using theSe types of actions are
commonly used in manufacturing (sheet metal and plate gteel
formations). Hay baling equipment (rectangular bales) have
sh~aring action due to the p~unger in the bale Qompression area.
This hazard is a9sociated wit.t1 the point of operation, Fig. 6.

Fixed

Adjustable Enclosures

2. Interlocking cuard~
a.
Enclosure or gate guard with electrical or

b.

Fig. 4.

cutting

Putting a guard around a sloppily designed pie<;s of
equipment is like putting a band aid on a festering wound.
Sooner or later YO·.]. have to open it up and do major su~·gery. 'Phe
best solution is to deslgn it correctly in the first place. A
design process goal should be to eliminate, if possible, hazards
to the user, bystander and service-maintenance personnel. During
~le design phase or a ma~ina, methods of power transmission and
the placement of i"lloving parts within the machine must be looked
at with an ey~ towards safety. Not all hazards can be designed
out a machine. This is particulnrly true of point and operation
hazards. "'"here good design processes can not eliminat.e a ha~ard
guarding is the next best strategy.
•

operation) .
or semiautomatic feed.

b.

Auto~atic

c.
d.
e,

Special jigs or holding de'rices.
Special handtools and dies.
Special ejecting devices.
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A.

Enclosure Guards

C.

Automatic Guards

Enclosura guar~s provide the greatest degree ot protection.
The hazard is completely contained witnin the guara. Tbe guard
may have adju5table openings to allow for ~~e ~troduction of
ma-ter::'al into the machine. The adjUstable crpef'.J.ng should be
fixed once the correct size openipg is established. Standards
are developed to limit the size openinq so the user can not place
his hands through gap and reach tt~ danger zone (F::'gure 7) .
Guards should be stJ:;"ong enough to prevent a 27Q lb. individual
rrom deforming the guard and coming into contact with the guarded
mechanism {ASAE 1988J. Gua~~s tha~ may potent~ally be used as a
stepping surface must be strcng enough for this use. Figure 7,:...

Automatic type guards involve barriers that are connected to
t.'le operating mechanism and "push away" the person from me
danger zone (this type of g~ar~ing is no longer recommended for
mechanicaL power pre1';sesj or are connected to both the operating
mechanism and the operator apd "pull away" parts of the body that
could become entangled in the machinery. These ere co~~on with
machinery that entail operations around ~e point of operation,
Figure 9. Automatic guarding includes automatic pressU~e release
devices and .l.imitation of stroke designs in the mechanisms.

B.

Though these are not technioally guards, they serve the same
function by reducing the risk of an accident. A common
application of remote control is t ..ro handed tripping devices,
Figure 10. The operator must trip two separate s1.fitches
simultahf;:!Ously in ordrar to aGtivate the lIlechan-ism. The switch£;&
are located at a distahce so the operator cap~ot reach into the
danger 20ne after tripping the switches. This distance is based
on the rdllowin~ equation:

Interlocking Guards

seccnd type of guarding is called interlocking. This- is
the coupling of an electrical or meohanical barrie~ to a braking
device or power cont::cl panel of the ll'.achine. If the quard is
reru.oveu. the interlOCk will not allow the maclline. to operate.
T1:lis has been used on equipment W'he::."e the operator's seat is
wired with a switch. If the operator ge~s up from his ~eat, the
equipment shuts cf!. Newer electronic presenc~ detection systems
are now available, Figure 6. The S\;lnsor may use body heat Qr
capacitance to detect the presence of the opera~or. The distance
f:::-cm the danger zone to the :;;,-resence detector is a function of
tha speed of operator!s hand, t~a time raquired to stop the
hazarclQU5 mechanism, and the penetration distanoe into the
~etector ~eLcre detection.
The rollowing shows their
relationship:
A

D.

Where

Remote Control, Placement, Feeding, Ejecting

minimum safety dis~ance. inches (D. minimum
inches;
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A COE~on method to defeat two-handed tripping devices is to
lock one of the switches in a;'l "on" state, allCMihg the operator
to use ~he hand to engage the mechanism. Two-handed t>:-ipping
devices shOUld be designed so th~ safety feature cannot ba
defeated.

Minim~~

safety distance

Sensing Device

Hand spee.d constant - 53 inches/sec.

Time for mechanism to comple~e its cycle (sec.)
Maximum penetration distance
Interlocking type guards should ):)e deSigned to guarantee a "ra:!.l
safe" condition in case the interlocking device fails.

The use of automatic or semi-automatic feed mechanisms can
keep the operator aWay from the point of action; these can be
difficult to design if the task continuQusly changes. Also jigs
and special holdtng devices can provide aids in this area.
Associated with these are speclQ.l hand tools, dyes and injecting
devices that pr~vent the operator trom needing to reach into the
hazard area, Figure ~l.
Guarding by location is useful in work places "\~here most
e:mployees do r.at need access to a certain Illachine. By liIJliting
access to a Eachine you have essentially guarded it from peopl~
who have no ne~d to be in contact with it. Of importance to
service-maintenance personnel is guardinq by lockout. Guarding
by lockout prevel'l-_ts others applying power to or restarting a
piece of equipment while ~aintenance and repair are being done.
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This is typicii.lly dona through locking the electrical po,ler
switch for the equipment in an "open" condition.

Interlock - a guarding method where the guard is coupled to
a brake or power unit of the machine to ntop the machine action

when the physical guard is broken.

METHODS OF W1IRI'!TIm

In connection with guarding, adequate 1.arning must :be given
to the o'Perator about the; da:.ng~rs associated with the equipment.
Ragulations govern the type o£ warning signs and proper laDeling
necessary so an individual approaching a hazard area can properly
identify the hazard and make a correct decision on the relative
risk and probabilit.y of danger [Ryan 1987].
Audio warnings may
also be usad in conjunction with sensing type guards to alert ~1e
individual that he has entered into a potentially hazardous area
or to warn that a hazardous event is about to occur. Flashing
and colored lights can be used to visually indicate to the
operator the danger zone and degree of danger. Different colors
may be used to signify the relatiVe level of danger to the
individual -- green ll'lE<aning the situation is safe, yellow - use
caution, anci red -- danger irmnine.nt, injury or accident could
happen.

To ba successful guarding' again..o:t lllachine hazards requires
thought and foresight. Knowledge of the machine functions, the
physical and psychol~g'ical characteristics of man, and the
interaction of these two is necessary for optimal guarding
strategies. Machine de!o;igners must first ,ninimize hazards in
their de.sign,;;. When hazards cannot be relllOved, thel1 physical
gUi:lrding of the hazard is necessary.
Guards may range from total
enclosure guard to operating aids that minimize the risk while
working in a. hazard area. This must be accompanied by adequate
warning 5i;n5, labels, and/or the use of auditory and visual
warning systalls.
GLOSSARY TERMS

Guard - a protectiVe &;>vice designed and fitted to minimize
the possibility of inadvertent contact with machinery hazards as
as to resLrict access to other hazardous areas.

~ell

Shield - a guaru that alone, or with other parts pf the
provides protection from the sides covered.

~achine,

Enclosure - a guard that alone, or with other parts of the
machine, provides protection on all sides.
Barrier - a guard, such as a rail, renee, frame, or the
like.

LoCkout - a m.ethcd to prevent power being supplis;d to a
while under repair or maintenance,

~achine

Point of operation - the location rm the rua<;;l"line where the
work or output is done.
PROBLEMS

J •

The. corn ha.rvester is responsible for X number of injuries
each year due to the operator trying to unplug the
harvester. The danger U.es in the operator not disengaging
pm;er to the hnrv-aster. What typ~s Of gua.rding mechanisms
could be ~mployed to reduce this type of accident?

2.

PTO shafts are commonly used to tran!;lmit power from 0.
tractor to an implement. Though physical guarding has been
suggest~d and standards have been developed f~r this type of
gu~rding, many accidents still occur due to imprQ~r gUard
malntenance and guard removal. What other types of methods
to guard agaihst PTO entanglement can ~'ou think of"?

CASE STODY;

The Table

S~W

Physical guards have becomE' standard with the modern table
saw. ,!nfo:r::t1.<':l<l:Ce.!.y these guards are fr~qu~ntly removed b<acause
they 7~ther Ilnl~t the function of the saw in reality, or: are
perce~ved to.
As a consequence, numerous table saw injuries are

reported each year.

A brain storming session was hl!!ld with faculty and students
to come up ~ith ditfer~nt alternatives for guarding of the table
saw. The l~st of alternatives inclUded the following
suggestions: (1) Redesign of thS! saw, Le., Use a different type
of sa~; (2) use of special jigs to hold the material and feed the.
materl.al through the saw, (3) special protectiVe equipment.
gloves for the operator to prevent cutting injury of accidental
contact with the blade, (4) auditory warning system tc alert the
operat.or if he carne close to the );Ilade, Qnd (5) a visual warning
system consisting of a method to illuminate the hazard area
adjacent to the blade '"ith a highly defined beaI!'. Of reo light.
Each of these suggestions were then critically examined.
Redesign was felt to be impractical because or the fUnction the

saw provided. There is a150 a la.rge base of table saws in use,
and ,ve wal"ltlSd t.o protect users of these saws as well.
Automatic
holding a.:ld feeding jigs couJ.d potential~y be used in a
commercial establishment, but for many of the IlOme saws. the cost
',",Quld be prol1ibitive. The use of a protective glove was rejected
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becaug~ gloves could '::mcoma enta:r.g!.ed i::! "the sa',: blade causing
greater injury.

Use of proxi~it¥ sensors to detect the closeness of t.~e hand
to the saw :O:"ade. 'iis,s e:;.;:s,iiline::i:, hut a ::::c.t!lcd of providing accurate
feedback to the user was unclear. The visual warning system
showed po~ential and was cho$e~ ~s a researeh area. An intense
light was usad. to delineate Where tbe critical hazard area was
around the sawblade. This method located the hazard area to the
operator and gave visual feedbacX as to his proxbrdty to the
blade. The size of t.~e !ighted area was adjustable to provide a
cushion (c=mfort zone) bet~een the operator and the point of
operation. A rad light sourca was set up above a table saw and
usecl 'Co outline the area. 0: tlla "lada [1 inch en each side. of 'Che
blade and 1 inch in front and behind the protruded blade). The
table. saw wit~ the "light guard" insta"-le.d was tasted by several
individua~s.
90sitive comments were expressed tOward this
method, helping them to identify the danger zone around a saw
blade (Fig-. l2).
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• S',mse s"':::J.ll!.uli t.~at are outside. man's no=al :::-ange oE
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Maintain performance OVer long perioas of time;
~ Maintain efficient ope=ations over distractiobs.
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Fi.gure 1. Representation of certain h~"1-·.factor.s--re1ated fun_ctions involved in
systems design. [From Apllied ergonomIcs handbook, 15, fig. b.S p. 156]
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figute 2. Hazard areas associated with machinery. (OSHA)
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